Blood Assassin

They are the outcasts of humanity. Blessed
with power. Cursed by fate. Driven by
passion. The Sentinels have returned.... At
six-foot-three and 250 pounds, Fane is a
natural born guardian. A flawless mix of
muscled perfection and steely precision, he
has devoted years of his life to protecting a
beautiful necromancer. But after she found
love in the arms of another, Fane has been
a warrior adrift. He swears allegiance only
to the Sentinels. And no woman will ever
rule his heart again. Not only a powerful
psychic, Serra is that rare telepath who can
connect to minds through objects. When
the daughter of a high-blood businessman
is kidnapped, Serra agrees to help. But
when she stumbles onto a conspiracy
involving secrets sects and ancient relics,
her life is in mortal danger - and Fane is
her only hope. Is the warrior willing to risk
his body, his soul, and his heart, for Serra?
Or will one last betrayal destroy them
both?
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